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Abstract

The highly motivated Software-Defined Networking (SDN), the network
programmability architecture made network maintenance easy. Multi-
ple controllers are used to provide better scalability and reliability to
the network in SDN. However, to enhance the network’s performance in
networks at a large scale, the placement of controllers needs to be opti-
mized. The Wisdom of Artificial Crowds (WOAC) genetic algorithm is
used to minimize propagation latency by using the fewest possible con-
trollers. To evaluate the performance of proposed technique the Internet2
OS3E topology is considered. The proposed controller placement tech-
nique reduces latency and improves reliability by comparing the existing
solutions namely Modified Density Peak Clustering (MDPC) and opti-
mized K-means approaches. The proposed method out performs existing
techniques by 10% improves in latency and maximizes the reliability.

Keywords: Software Defined Networking (SDN), Controller Placement
Problem (CPP), Genetic Algorithm, Network Latency, Reliability
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1 Introduction

The networking business is at a crossroads right now [1]. Its because of the
rapid growth of communications technology and the increase in internet users
daily. In the same way, the network enactment needs to improve according to
the demand-supply strategies, and resource deployment must avoid service dis-
ruption, and congestion [2]. So, it requires an extensive range of services that
demands network reliability and scalability, which traditional networks cannot
provide. As a result, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) was developed [3].
The SDN is distinguished by separating the associated control and forward-
ing functionalities. The functionality of the controller improves the network’s
dependability and robustness. Compared to traditional network topologies,
these qualities of SDN make it an excellent choice for delivering QoS for appli-
cations in more manageable and more adaptable ways [4]. By adopting SDN,
software developers can easily control and manage network resources with well
defined programming [5]. In SDN, Packets are dealt with forwarding tables by
SDN switches. SDN switches can act as a router, switch, NAT, firewall, and
so on in terms of the policies set by the centralized controller on forwarding
tables. The separation of the control plane from the data plane simplifies net-
work management and allows for more innovation [6]. A single controller is
adequate for a small-scale SDN. The single controller can increase the delay
between the switch and controller when the network scale grows. In addition,
the controller may collapse, and the entire network will be rendered useless.
The increase in the size of a network also requires more controllers to handle
large-scale SDN by considering the parameters such as latency, performance,
security, and reliability [7–10].

In a multi-domain environment, each domain contains a controller, and it
is responsible for routing packets inside its domain independently. As a result,
it ignores (1) routing decisions in other domains, (2) the current state of other
domains in terms of utilization and congestion, and (3) overall application
performance requirements (e.g., bandwidth and end-to-end delay of flows asso-
ciated with applications), and (4) monetary costs, i.e., the cost incurred when
a flow uses one or more domains. As a consequence, it’s hard to ensure their
performance when network applications associated traffic flows across vari-
ous administrative domains [11]. Thus, the switch-controller connection delay
affects the flow setup time in SDN [12]. Thus, careful planning is required to
define the best location for the controller to provide adequate performance and
a stable SDN. When deploying multiple controllers, the deployment of con-
trollers depends on numerous metrics such as scalability, fault tolerance and
reliability are also taken into account. Due to the dynamic network traffic,
controllers’ load balancing and efficiency are also managed. The dynamic allo-
cation multi-controllers reduce the controller’s response time and optimize the
communication overhead between controllers and switches [13]. Furthermore,
a suitable decision must be taken to determine the number of controllers 1)
that cover the complete network and 2) the number of switch nodes nailed by
the controllers more reliably.
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Nowadays, achieving security and networking reliability is a significant pri-
ority due to faults or failures in Network.The fault tolerance of the data planes
and the control planes determine the SDN environment’s reliability [14]. The
network’s reliability mainly depends on two factors, i.e., node failure and link
failure. Link failure is a frequently appearing problem in the network. The com-
munication disconnects the controller and its corresponding switches whenever
the connection fails. In the meantime, the switch drops the packets that do
not have the entry in the flow table before reconnecting the backup path. Due
to link failure, latency may increase, necessitating careful planning.

Heller and Sherwood [15] began their investigation by looking into the
controller placement problem (CPP). They examined how placement affected
average latency, and worst-case latency in the Internet2 OS3E topology [16].
The robustness of CPP also depends on latency and other metrics such as
reliability and load balancing. The Controller Placement Problem (CPP) is an
optimization problem comparable to the facility location problem, classified as
NP-hard [15].

Exact solutions to NP-hard issues are thought to take exponential time [17].
Because solving such issues with traditional computer architectures is imprac-
tical, optimal approaches are substituted with approximation algorithms,
typically taking polynomial time to yield adequate results [18].

Meta-heuristics are heuristic algorithms that can solve a variety of issues.
These algorithms are computational approaches that iteratively improve a can-
didate’s response against a set of quality criteria to get a close approximation
to an optimal solution [19]. The majority of meta-heuristic optimization and
search algorithms are based on biological processes such as genetic algorithms
(GAs) [20].

The Wisdom of Artificial Crowds (WOAC) technique is intended to be
used as a post-processing step for any swarm-based optimization approach that
generates a population of intermediate solutions [19]. A crowd of intelligent
agents represents the population of intermediate solutions to a problem. An
aggregation approach is devised for a specific problem that permits individual
solutions from the population to produce a higher one. This aggregated popu-
lation motivates the authors to implement the proposed system by considering
the WOAC approach.

The following are the paper’s primary contributions in summary.

• Network segmentation and controller placement are recommended to
increase the performance of SDN networks and controller scalability. There-
fore, the proposed strategy’s primary performance objectives were imple-
mented on sub-networks and significantly decreased controller placement
computations.

• The network partition problem is analytically composed, and the controller
placement problem is defined in terms of latency and reliability.

• Proposed Wisdom of Artificial Crowds based Controller Placement Problem
(WOACCPP) for better latency and reliability.
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• The suggested WOACCPP outshines other methods such as MDPC and the
optimized K-means algorithm for optimal latency and network reliability.

The remaining paper explains the following: Related work for the control
placement problem is presented in Section 2. Section 3 listed the mathematical
representation of the network graph and the WOACCPP approach for CPP
Section 4. Finally, section 5 explains the performance evaluation, followed by
a conclusion.

2 Related Work

In recent years researchers proposed different approaches to solve the controller
placement problem to reduce latency and improves the reliability, which in
turn improves the scalability. Some of the relevant approaches are discussed
in this section.

Heller et al. [15] initially presented the controller placement problem in
SDN, which is a K-center (K-median) problem. They mainly examined place-
ment effects on propagation delays and established several measures that
formed the groundwork for future research on the subject.

Guang et al. [21] employed the capacitated K-Center issue to find the radius
with the minimum propagation delay, as well as dynamic load balancing of
the controllers based on their capacity. According to simulation results, their
method can reduce the number of controllers and the strain on the busiest
traffic controllers. An optimized K-means technique is proposed to make a
hefty latency as low as possible between the centroid and associated switches in
sub-partition of the network [22]. Compared to standard K-means, optimized
K-means may ensure that each partition lowers the maximum delay between
the centroid and other nodes, resulting in dramatically enhanced performance.

Zhong et al. [23] uses the min-cut problem to identify the reliable controller
position with minimal possibility of a delay between the controller and their
connected switches. Liao et al. [24] use the Density-Based controller place-
ment technique to minimize the number of controllers in the SDN network. In
the first step of the approach, authors created a switch table with densities
and their related information. Using the above table data, the CPP was then
resolved using a density-based clustering approach.

To reduce frequent administrative interruption, latency, and disconnec-
tions, B P Rao et al. [25] developed a controller placement approach that
considers controller dependability, capacity, and contingency preparations in
the case of a controller failure. The goal is to reduce the time it takes to move
to the nearest centroid while still retaining enough capacity and latency. They
also created a more comprehensive model to reduce average latency while
accounting for various controller failures. The genetic algorithm NAGA II [26]
is utilized to accommodate many objectives and limitations such as scalabil-
ity, reliability, etc. In addition, the authors developed a theoretical approach
for addressing a node cluster configuration that maximizes the sum of clusters’
average edge connectivity while minimizing cluster imbalance.
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Using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and FireFly (FFA), K S Sahoo
et al. [27] developed two population-based meta-heuristic approaches to solve
the CPP on a set of realistic topologies. The Cluster Leader Election graph
optimization problem is used in the literature [28] to reduce the distances
between the switch and controller nodes. Furthermore, while dealing with a
set cover problem, the greedy method produces greater interactability and
approximation.

The Clustering-based Network Partition Algorithm [29] is a method for
minimizing end-to-end latency, which includes processing, propagation, and
transmission. This research looks at queuing latency, how to reduce it using
the queuing theorem, and how to put controllers in place for each subnetwork
to achieve total network latency. Chai et al. [30] presented a heuristic approach
based on the Dijkstra and K-Means algorithms to reduce network latency.
They also used the Kuhn-Munkres (K-M) algorithm to determine the best
controller placement.

The Knapsack 0-1 issue is used by the authors in literature [31] to investi-
gate controllers’ processing rates and costs. They also describe a new technique
for decreasing the propagation delay on capacitated controllers while keeping
the execution time as fast as possible. The Iterated Local Search (ILS) tech-
nique addresses the controller placement problem [32]. The neighbourhood
and perturbation mechanisms are used in this technique to create a network
topology that is both efficient and speedy.

CPP’s mathematical functions are ideally suited to the shortest possible
execution time. To generate a distance matrix and compute bounded distances,
Dhar et al. [33] employed the mathematical function ”$-method” to reduce
average switch-to-controller latency. The Joint Delay and Reliability aware
Controller Placement Problem [34] is a new measure that accounts for both
the differences between the controller and its attached switches as well as the
inter-controller latency. It lowers the cumulative latency of the entire network.

Yuezhen et al. [35] present a network partitioning technique based on
a modified density peaks clustering (MDPC) algorithm that clusters the
switches to divide the network into many sub-networks. The method assesses
the switches’ average degree and nearness centrality to the controller with
minimum average latency.

Kanodia et al. [36] used Grey Wolf Optimization(GWO) on capacited con-
troller to find the optimized position of the controller with minimum link
failure.

This research aims to determine the best controller placement that
minimises the propagation delay between controller-switch and controller-
controller nodes. We focus mainly on reducing the number of controllers
required while also improving their placement between controller-switch
latency and controller-controller in this effort. In addition, the reliability fac-
tor of the controller placement is also concentrated, which is a lack in a lot of
literature with minimum latency.
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3 Problem Formulation

The network topology of SDN represented as graph G where G(V,E). The
graph G is an undirected graph with set of vertices V to clone the network
nodes and E is the set of edges to clone the links between nodes. Furthermore,
the size of the network n = V and V = S ∪K where S is set of switch nodes
and K is set of controller nodes.

To overcome the load of the controller the network was partitioned as
sub-networks as Qi(Vi, Ei) where Vi represents the set of nodes of the sub-
network and Ei represents the set of links in the sub-network. The formulation
representing the relation between network and sub-networks as follows.

c⋃

i=1

Vi = V (1)

where c is number of controllers.

∄ v ∈ Qi ∩Qj where i 6= j and v ∈ V (2)

Equation (1) indicates the vertex set of parent network is defined as union
of all sub network vertices and Equation (2) provides the disjoint condition of
vertex set of sub networks.

3.1 Average Delay between Switch Nodes and Controller

Nodes

The link weight represented as geodesic distance (shortest path) between
switch and controller d(k, s) where k represents the controller node and s
represents the switch node.

Plavg
=

1

n

∑

ki∈K

Inf
sj∈S

d(ki, sj) (3)

3.2 Worst-case Delay between Switch Nodes and

Controller Nodes

The worst-case propagation delay or latency of the network between controller
node to switch node defined as follows.

Plworst
= Sup

ki∈K

Inf
sj∈S

d(ki, sj) (4)

Where k represents the controller node and s represents the switch node.
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3.3 Average Delay Between Controller Nodes

The delay between controller to controller nodes also effects the latency of the
network. The relation controller nodes represented as follows.

PK
lavg

=

∑c

i=1
min

ki,kj∈K
d(ki, kj)

c(c− 1)
where i 6= j (5)

Where k represents the controller node and s represents the switch node.

3.4 Network System Reliability

To construct a reliable network based on minimized latency principles, we
consider the minimum propagation latency and single link failure. When ever
link failure occurs there may be chance of isolating the network nodes from the
controller. By considering isolation of network nodes, we formulate a network
reliability based on average number of nodes disconnected on single failure.

The average link failure over the entire network is performed

∑m

i=1
h(ei)

m
(6)

where m is number of links in the entire network and h(ei) is number of nodes
which are disconnected when the link ei fails.

Th reliability over the entire network is calculated using the formulae

EN = m×RN (7)

where

RN =

∑m

i=1
h(ei)× κ

m
(8)

Here κ is the average failure of a single links in 100 time units and we also
assumed that every link is having same value of average failure.

By combining equation (7) and (8) we have a much simple formulae for
reliability as:

EN =

m∑

i=1

h(ei)× κ (9)

4 Wisdom Of Artificial Crowds GA Algorithm

Wisdom Of Artificial Crowds (WOAC) is a metaheuristic genetic algorithm
that provides overall optimization. WOAC is a post-processing technique in
which autonomous artificial agents combine their separate solutions to produce
a single answer that outperforms all other solutions in the population [19]. The
WOAC is a natural phenomena that inspired the algorithm [37].
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Genetic algorithms (GA) have a similar basic structure and workflow, but
the individual details differ depending on the task. A parent selection method,
crossover, and mutation method make up the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Basic Genetic Algorithm

1: Input: population with randomly produced chromo-
2: somes.
3: proc Basic GA()
4: while terminating condition no reached do

5: parents = proc getParents();
6: child = proc crossover(parents);
7: child = proc mutate(child);
8: population.add(child);
9: end while

The network nodes consider generating the initial population required to
begin the genetic search. For example, after deciding on the size of the initial
population, the necessary number of controller nodes is selected at random.
Then, the value of each element in the string representing each alternative
solution can be determined using a pseudo-random number generator. Alter-
natively, pre-computed high fitness strings acquired from previous genetic
algorithm runs can be seeded into a population of individuals.

The above Algorithm 1 aims to enhance population fitness by making the
population’s fittest members generate the most fabulous offspring that deliver
a more acceptable solution to the issue. This process persists until a termi-
nating event is met, which could live as simple as running the whole number
of generations or as complex as unaltered fitness over a specified number of
generations or finding a solution to the issue.

Two distinct parent choosing approaches, a single crossover method, and
two diverse mutation processes are all used by the GA. The condition of the
population and how near it is to encounter a solution determines which of
the parent selection and mutation strategies are chosen. The functions parent
selection (Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3), crossover (Algorithm 4, and mutation
(Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6) are calculated.

The ability to exchange genetic material between superior individuals in a
population is crucial for any evolutionary system. In this process, it is required
to pass on the beneficial features of the parent solutions to their children. Here,
different crossover approaches are considered to have the crucial property of
preserving potential partial solutions while retaining sufficient genetic diversity
in the solution pool.

Genetic mutations are periodically required to add genetic diversity to
highly homogeneous population created by the fittest individuals, allowing for
a greater exploration of search space. To acquire any level of genetic diversity,
need to repeat the mutation operation in given number of times.
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Algorithm 2 Selecting parents1

1: Input: population
2: Output: parentone , parenttwo
3: proc Selecting parents1()
4: tempParents ← randomly chosen chromosomes from

the population
5: parentone ← the fitted parent from tempParents
6: tempParents ← randomly chosen chromosomes from

the population
7: parenttwo ← the fitted parent from tempParents .

Algorithm 3 Selecting parents2

1: Input: population
2: Output: parentone, parenttwo
3: proc Selecting parents2()
4: parentone ← the chromosome with the best perfor-

mance
5: parenttwo ← the chromosome with the best perfor-

mance .

Algorithm 4 Crossover

1: Input: population
2: Output: child
3: proc Crossover()
4: crosspoint ← a randomized location on a chromosome
5: child ← parent 1’s location up to and including the

crosspoint + parent 2’s location following
the crosspoint to the end of the chromosome .

Algorithm 5 mutation1

1: Input: population
2: Output: chromosome
3: proc mutation1()
4: for gene in chromosome do

5: newGene ← randomly selected gene
6: chromosome ← newGene
7: end for.

5 Performance Evaluation

The WOACCPP algorithm was tested using the topology of Internet2 OS3E
taken from [16]. The cities and high-speed cables are represented by 34 nodes
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Algorithm 6 mutation2

1: Input: population
2: Output: chromosome
3: proc mutation2()
4: for gene in chromosome do

5: newGene ← randomly selected gene from selected
population

6: chromosome ← newGene
7: end for.

Algorithm 7 WisdomOfArtificialCrowds

1: Input: population
2: proc WisdomOfArtificialCrowds()
3: wiseChromosomes ← chromosome with the best per-

formance
4: keep gene ← the most desirable half of the eventual

population
5: for map in child do

6: newgene ← most desirable from keep gene
7: wiseChromosomes ← newgene
8: end for.

Algorithm 8 Reliability Calculation

1: Input: degree of links, average failure
2: proc calculation of reliability()
3: for e in edges of graph do

4: sum ← sum + (degree of links*average failure)
5: end for

6: Rc ← (1/size of edges) ∗ sum .

and 42 linkages in the American network. The propagation latency between two
nodes is calculated using the harvesine distance formula considered from [38]
and the minimal distances using Dijkstra algorithm shown in [39]. We approx-
imated the results with MDPC proposed by [35] and optimized K- means by
[22] to determine the significance of WOACCPP.

The WOACCPP minimizes latency by optimistically placing the controller
in the best suitable position such that the network’s average latency and
worst-case latencies are optimized. This also, minimizes average controller to
controller latency with the optimistic shortest path connection between the
controllers. In addition, optimal controller placement induces high reliability
and minimizes the average switch failures with in the network.

The outstanding performance of the proposed approach, as shown in Table
1, concerning other approaches namely, MDPC and optimized K-means.
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Fig. 1 network with k = 4 controllers

Figure 1 and Figure 2 represent best placement of controllers with OS3E
network topology on k=4 controllers and k=5 controllers. From Figure 1 and
Figure 2, empty circles are represented as centers, filled circles are switch
nodes, and the link between switches and centers is represented as latency.
The double lines reflect the network’s worst-case latency.

The WOACCPP’s average network latency is compared to the MDPC and
the optimized K-means algorithms to understand the performance of the pro-
posed approach. For example, with k = 4 centres, the average latency of switch
device to controller is 3 ms for the proposed approach, 3.2 ms for MDPC, and
3.5 ms for optimized K-means, as shown in Figure 3. The WOACCPP out-
performs MDPCs, optimized K-means even at k = 5 also. In WOACCPP, the
latency is reduced by 10.71 per cent compared to existing solutions, namely
MDPC, optimized K-means.

The Figure 4 depicts the worst-case latency of switch node to controller
device. WOACCPP’s worst-case latency at k=7 outperforms MDPC and opti-
mised K-means performance. The WOACCPP took 4.5% faster than both
MDPC and optimised K-means.
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Fig. 2 network with k = 5 controllers

The latency between the controller nodes is also crucial in the CPP prob-
lem. The average latency between controllers is depicted in Figure 5. When k
= 7 controllers, the WOACCPP gives a decent average latency between them.
WOACCPP has a minimum latency of 4.2 milliseconds, smaller than the 4.4
milliseconds of each MDPC and optimised K-means.

The network reliability EN is compared with increasing the failure proba-
bilities κ. The Figure 6 shows the reliability, WOACCPP is more reliable than
other MDPC and optimized K- means. Here, minimum the EN value higher
the reliability.

The average network switch failures of the network showed in Figure 7 by
increasing the failure probabilities for every 100 units of time. The average
switch failures are minimum in WOACCPP.

Figure 8 shows the reliability of the network by raising the number of con-
trollers by assuming the κ value is 1 for every 100 units of time. The EN value
is lowered by growing the controller. The proposed approach gives a minimum
EN value compared to MDPC and optimized K-means. The minimum the EN

value is more the reliability.
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Table 1 Performance metrics

S to C1 C to C2 Average

Method Average
Latency

Worst-case
Latency

Average
Latency

Reliability Switch Failure

WOACCPP 3.0 (k3=4) 4.5 (k=7) 11.7 (k=6) 57 (k=4) 1.35 (k=4)
MDPC 3.2 (k=4) 5 (k=7) 12 (k=6) 59 (k=4) 1.4 (k=4)
Optimized K-
means

3.5 (k=4) 5 (k=7) 12.1 (k=6) 62 (k=4) 1.47 (k=4)

1Switch to Controller
2Controller to Controller
3k is number of controllers

Fig. 3 average latency of network

Figure 9 illustrates the average switch failures by raising the controllers
and preserving the κ value 1 for every 100 units of time. The average switch
failures of the proposed approach live minimum over MDPC and optimized
K-means.

6 Conclusion

The main problem faced by software defined networks is placement of con-
troller, which deals latency and reliability problems. To place the Controller in
optimized location, authors are using Wisdom of Artificial Crowds (WOAC)
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Fig. 4 worst-case latency of network

Fig. 5 average latency between controllers of the network

based genetic algorithm is used and proposed a WOACCPP (Wisdom Of Arti-
ficial Crowds Controller Placement Problem). The proposed approach tested
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Fig. 6 over all network reliability

Fig. 7 average switch failures

with Multiple controllers to check the better scalability and reliability in
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Fig. 8 network reliability on controllers

Fig. 9 average switch failure on Controllers

SDN. Internet2 OS3E topology is considered to test and check the perfor-
mance of proposed approach. The proposed controller placement technique
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reduces latency and improves reliability by comparing the existing solutions
namely Modified Density Peak Clustering (MDPC) and optimized K-means
approaches. In future, we planning to concentrate other parameters such as
availability of controller to improve the performance of the network.
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